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Oral argument in CompuCredit Corp. v. Greenwood,

the newly created Consumer Financial Protection

No. 10-948, (argument held October 11, 2011) address-

Bureau (the “Bureau”) to propose (and perhaps in

ing the “Credit Repair Organizations Act,” has con-

the absence of Congress action upon the proposal,

firmed that the Supreme Court appears ready to

effectively to enact) a regulatory “veto” of Concep-

define the potential reach of its decision in AT&T

cion as it applies to companies engaged in con-

Mobility LLC v. Concepcion, 131 S. Ct. 1740 (2011), when

sumer finance. The Bureau may “prohibit or impose

called upon to do so by federal statutes.

conditions or limitations on the use of an agreement
between a covered person and a consumer for a

In May, Jones Day sounded a cautionary note con-

consumer financial product or service providing for

cerning the potential reach of the Supreme Court’s

arbitration of any future dispute between the parties,”

decision in Concepcion. While the Concepcion Court

should the Bureau find such regulation necessary to

held that states cannot, as a general practice, void

serve the public interest and protect consumers.

as unconscionable all arbitration clauses in consumer contracts that also reject class arbitration,

On October 11, 2011, the Supreme Court heard oral

we warned that subsequent statutory developments

arguments in CompuCredit Corp. v. Greenwood.

could drastically affect the scope of the decision.

CompuCredit involves the enforceability of manda-

Because Concepcion was decided on federal pre-

tory arbitration clauses in a consumer finance con-

emption grounds, it does not prohibit another federal

text. Specifically, the Court will decide whether claims

law from restricting the enforceability of class-action

arising under the Credit Repair Organizations Act

waivers. We noted that the Dodd-Frank Wall Street

(“CROA”) can be subject to arbitration despite a pro-

Reform and Consumer Protection Act arguably allows

vision in the statute that gives consumers the right to
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“sue.” In CompuCredit, a consumer class sued a company

Jones Day’s Consumer Financial Products & Services team

that marketed subprime credit cards, and the bank that

advises clients regarding the issues discussed in this Alert,

issued them, alleging that the cards were marketed as a

including the ongoing development of law regarding arbitra-

way to redeem poor credit, but that high fees were not dis-

tion clauses in the consumer finance context.

closed. Prior to receiving the card, consumers were notified
that by accepting, they waived the right to proceed in any
dispute as a class and agreed that all disputes would be
resolved through arbitration.
A split panel of the Ninth Circuit had held that the credit
card contracts’ arbitration and no class treatment provi-
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a lawsuit. While it is always difficult to interpret questioning
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